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Surah Al Bayyinah 
 
Last week we talked about khairul bariyya and sharrul bariyya, the best and worst of all creation.                 
As long as we obey Allah SWT, we will be amongst the best of creation and those who                  
disbelieve they are taking themselves to the lowest of all creation. To be from the best, we start                  
with aamanoo, wa aamilussalihaat. And Allah SWT, He has drawn for us a perfectly clear               
picture. That is why in the Quran, it is not just about the good, or just the bad. It presents the full                      
picture so you can make the right decision.  
 
What will be given the khairul bariyyah? This is discussed in ayah 8. Whatever you do, there is                  
recompense, it is never wasted. Like we did in Surah Zalzalah. Even an atom’s weight of good                 
will be recompensed, 
 
Jaza means recompense which is a noun. The verb will be jazaaoohum, which is their               
compense, the compense for the believers, the best of the creation. The sawab or the reward                
for their belief (internal) and good deeds (external). There is a recompense for everything, both               
internal and outward actions. Your rewards lie with Allah SWT, saying this in the ayaat in the                 
Quran is an assurance. And who inspires and nurtures us to believe and do good? It doesn’t                 
come to us from ourselves. Who puts this guidance in the heart, who taught us to pray? Allah                  
SWT Himself and so our rewards lie with Him. Like the teacher, or the mother. Who teach or                  
nurture, the rewards lie with them. He who gave you the faith is the One who will reward you for                    
it. 
 
The explanation of this reward follows next - jannaatu Adnin. Jannaat is the plural of Jannah,                
which means hidden garden, hidden from our imagination. We don’t know what it is. The hadith                
that Prophet Muhammad SAW said if you could see what was in Jannah, then everybody would                
work hard for it. It’s like a gift, one that is wrapped and you don’t know what it is. The excitement                     
and motivation is higher than for one which you know what it exactly is. The way Jannah is                  
described in the Quran, is still not how Jannah will actually be. It’s beyond description, beyond                
any beauty that we can see or imagine ir describe. Make dua for it, allahumma inni asalukal                 
Jannah! 
 
So this Jannah has a name, Adn, which is explained in the rest of the ayah. And in this, our                    
existence will be forever - iqama daaiman. No visas or anything required. No sadness, no harm                
and no fear. In an hadith Nabi SAW said, the most miserable person in life will be brought, and                   
he will just be dipped in Paradise, and then he will say he had no miseries ever. Paradise will be                    
so amazing that he will forget all this problems from before. On the contrary, the happiest                
person, will be just dipped in Hellfire and he will say, he never enjoyed his life. It will make him                    
forget all his dunya pleasures. The Aakhirah will never change, the pleasure of Jannah will               



always be there, it will always increase. Each day will be better than the last. Every person will                  
have more than he needs. We will feel no competition, the person with the least in Jannah will                  
feel like he is the best off. They will be content. 
 
So now we move into a physical description of the green gardens. They will have gushing water                 
as well. And we can’t compare to what we see here in Dunya. The rivers there will be pure                   
water, honey, milk, wine etc. The sides of these rivers will be like scattered pearls. The sand                 
there will be saffron. Tajri here means flowing, or gushing, moving rivers. Whenever Nabi SAW               
saw something that was beautiful, he would remind himself to not fall too deep into dunya, but                 
connect it to the aakhira also. Because everything in the dunya will eventually turn into dust.                
The dunya is like that, it will pull you in, if you’re not careful.  
 
Next Allah SWT says, khalideena fiha abada - which means the entry is one way. Once you’re                 
in, nobody can get you out. You won’t want to leave and nobody can make you. It’s forever.                  
Plus our beauty, our health, our age will stay the same. There will be no defects, no pain,                  
nothing sad. In fact, we will increase in all good things. It is said, there’s a market on Friday in                    
Paradise, there will be a pleasant breeze and it will make their faces glow even more. Those                 
who stayed home, they will say you became even more beautiful and they will reply, so did you.                  
It will be so pure and clean, no riya or anything else. 
 

 
 
Even better than all of this will be the pleasure of Allah SWT. When everybody is in Jannah,                  
Allah SWT will call the inhabitants and ask them if they are happy, if they are content. Allah                  
SWT will then say, I will give you something better, that I am pleased with you and I will never                    
be angry with you. To hear this will be better than anything else in Paradise, better than                 
anything else. They will then be so excited and so happy to hear this from Allah SWT Himself,                  
and then He will unveil His Face. And this will be the greatest delight!  



 
Earning Allah SWT’s Pleasure is the easiest thing - easier than earning most people’s pleasure,               
If you eat and then thank Allah SWT, He is pleased with you. If you use siwak, then He is                    
pleased with you. His Pleasure is very accessible and very easy for everyone. 
 
And then this ayah ends with, that is the one who really fears Allah SWT. Why fear? Because                  
this is what will bring us forward - the fear of missing out on all the benefits of Allah SWT! 
 


